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Abstract. Answer triggering is the task of selecting the best suited answer for a
given question from a set of candidate answers, if exists. In this paper, we present
a hybrid deep learning model for answer triggering, which combines several
dependency graph based alignment features, namely graph edit distance, graph
based similarity and dependency graph coverage, with dense vector embeddings
from a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Our experiments on the WikiQA
dataset show that such a combination can more accurately trigger a candidate
answer compared to the previous state-of-the-art models. Comparative study on
WIKIQA data set shows 5.86% absolute F-score improvement at the question
level.

1 Introduction

Answer triggering is a relatively new problem for open-domain question answering
(QA). In addition to extracting correct answers from a set of pre-selected candidate
pool (i.e answer selection), answer triggering detects whether a correct answer exists in
the first place [29,23,10].

To evaluate the performance of answer sentence selection, WIKIQA dataset has
been widely used. It consists of questions collected from the user logs of the Bing
search engine. The dataset is constructed using a more natural process and it also in-
cludes questions for which there exists no correct answer. Lexical similarity between a
question and answer pair in the WIKIQA dataset is also lower as compared to other an-
swer sentence selection datasets like the dataset provided by TREC QA1 and QASENT.
In some cases, there is no lexical overlap at all, as shown in the following example.
Given a question Q and correct answer A. Q and A does not follow any lexical similar-
ity.
Q: what can sql 2005 do ?
A: As a database, it is a software product whose primary function is to store and re-
trieve data as requested by other software applications.
This makes the answer triggering task more challenging than usual answer sentence
selection.
Applying deep-neural-network-based models has shown a significant progress in the

1 https://trec.nist.gov

https://trec.nist.gov
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absence of lexical overlap between question and answer [30,27,6]. However, such mod-
els still ignore the importance of grammatical and structural relations in the context of
this task.

In this paper, we propose an effective model for answer triggering, which (i) de-
tects whether there exists at least one correct answer in the set of candidate answers
for a given target question, in the absence of explicit lexical overlap, and (ii) finds the
most appropriate answer from a set of candidate answers, if there exists any such. Our
contribution handles both – fuzzy lexical matching via Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) and grammatical structure matching via encoding dependency graphs overlap.
The CNN can capture the semantic similarity between question and answer whereas
dependency graph-based features capture structural overlap resp. divergence where lex-
ical similarity is high. We perform experiments on WIKIQA dataset [29] and show that
introducing graph-based features into the CNN performs superior as compared to CNN
alone, significantly outperform previous state-of-the-art methods.

2 Related Work

The complexity of question answering research has been increased in recent years. Due
to the wider success of deep learning based model in other NLP area such as named en-
tity recognition (NER) [22], sentiment analysis [25,8] and parsing [24,26], several deep
learning based model [5,28,19] has been used to solve the Q/A problem. learn to match
questions with answers by two model bag-of-words and biagram using convolutional
neural network with a single convolution layer, average pooling and logistic regression.
[11] present qanta, a dependency-tree recursive neural network for factoid question an-
swering which effectively learns word and phrase-level representations. Convolutional
neural network based deep learning model is very popular in Q/A, its success has been
reported by [34,33,31,13,32]. Recently deep neural variational inference [17] present
for answer sentence selection. [29] and [12] proposed a CNN based model for answer
triggering. However our CNN inspired model differ from them to calculate the seman-
tic similarity between question and answer by means of dependency graph similarity,
matching and coverage.

3 Hybrid Model for Answer Triggering

Our method uses Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to extract deep generic features
from question-answer pairs. Our CNN maps each input sentence into a vector space,
preserving syntactic and semantic aspects, which enables it to generate an effective and
diverse set of features [14,3,2].

3.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Model

A simple CNN model takes a sentence as an input and performs convolution followed
by pooling and classify the sentence into one of the predefined classes by a soft-max
classifier. A Joint-CNN is an advancement where question and candidate answer are
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both input to the model. The convolution and pooling operations for questions and an-
swers are performed separately. Thereafter, the outputs of fully connected layers (for
question and answer) are concatenated to form a single input to the soft-max classifica-
tion layer. The Joint-CNN model provides probabilistic score as an output. It is inspired
by the Yoon Kim [14] CNN architecture for text classification. We describe model com-
ponents in the following.

Question/Answer Representation Matrix. Given a question Q and candidate answer A,
having nQ and nA number of token respectively, each token ti ∈ Q and tj ∈ A is
represented by k dimension distributed representation x ∈ Rk and y ∈ Rk respectively.
The question and answer representation matrices can be generated by concatenating
column level, 1×k dimensional word vector to form a nQ×k and nA×k dimensional
matrix. We set a maximum number of tokens2 to create question and answer matrix.

Convolution and Pooling In order to extract common patterns throughout the training
set, we use the convolution operation using different feature detector (filter) length [14]
on the question/answer representation matrix. We also apply the max pooling operation
over the feature map similar to [3] on convolution output of both question and answers.
In our experiment we used two layer of convolution followed by pooling layer.

Fully Connected Layer Finally, outputs of pooling layers pQ and pR are concatenated,
and this resulting pooling layer p = pQ ⊗ pA is subjected to a fully connected softmax
layer. It computes the probability score over two label-pair viz trigger, non-trigger as:

P (c = l|Q,A, p, a) = softmaxl(p
T w + a)

=
ep

Twl+al∑K
k=1 e

pTwk+ak

(1)

where ak and wk represent the bias and weight vector, respectively, of the kth label.

3.2 Dependency Graph-based Features

Both question and answer are converted into a graph using the dependency relations
obtained from the Stanford dependency parser3, following [15]. Dependency graphs of
question and answer share common subgraphs of dependency links between words (c.f.
Fig-2 for an example). Based on these graphs, we extract three sets of features: graph
edit distance, similarity features and coverage features.

Graph Edit Distance Graph edit distance defines the cost of the least expensive se-
quence of edit operations that are needed to transform one graph, in our case depen-
dency parsing tree, into another. It calculate the minimum cost required to transform
the question graph to an answer graph. Table-1 shows the effectiveness of this feature

2 We set maximum 20 and 40 tokens for question and answer sentence, respectively
3 http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/
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Fig. 1. Proposed model architecture for answer triggering. The architecture combines mainly two
component Joint-CNN and dependency graph based alignment features. Both component works
independently by taking a question and answer as input. Logistic regression is used to predicted
the final label, either ‘Trigger’ or ‘Non-Trigger’.

Fig. 2. Dependency graph of a question Q:“how did david carradine die” and their correct answer
A:“david carradine died on June 3 , 2009 , apparently of auto-erotic asphyxiation”. The word
‘david’ and ‘carradine’ have the same dependency relation ‘compound’. The dependency link
between word ‘die’ and ‘how’ in question and ‘die’ and ‘asphyxiation’ in answer provide the
similarity and coverage between question and answer.

to determine the correct answer from the pool of candidate answers. We calculate the
node and edge difference between the dependency graph of question and answer. In
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node difference, if the two nodes from question and answer have same word (lemma)
then node difference will be ‘0’. Given the different word, the node difference is calcu-
lated by a parts of speech (POS) substitute weight . The difference between two POS-
tags is measure by substitute weight. For instance, replacing a noun with a verb should
be more costly than replacing a verb with a verb. Similar for node difference the edge
(dependency relation) difference between question and answer is calculated. A two-
dimensional cost matrix can be created, by considering the graph edit distance between
question and answer, which represents the cost of each possible node edit operation.
Finally the optimal cost are obtained by assignment algorithm [18].

Table 1. Graph-edit distance between a question and candidate answer pair. The answer which is
in bold is the correct answer for question.

Question Candidate Answer Graph-Edit Distance

how old was sue lyon when she made lolita?

Lolita is a 1962 comedy-drama film by Stanley
Kubrick based on the classic novel of the same
title by Vladimir Nabokov.

0.98

The actress who played Lolita, Sue Lyon ,
was fourteen at the time of filming 0.59

Kubrick later commented that, had he realized
how severe the censorship limitations were going
to be, he probably never would have made the film

0.71

Dependency Graph based Similarity For each sentence4 S, we define the depen-
dency graph GS = {VS , ES}, where VS = {t1, t2, . . . , tnS

} represent the tokens in a
sentence, and ES is a set of edges. Each edge eij represents a directed dependency
relation between ti and tj . We calculate TF-IDF [21] three levels and weight our de-
pendency graph using the following conditions:
Word TF-IDF: Consider only those words that satisfy a criteria α1. TF-IDF (S, ti)
> α1

Pair TF-IDF: Word pairs are filtered based on the criteria α2. TF-IDF (S, ti, tj) > α2

Triplet TF-IDF: Consider only those triplet (word, pair and relation), which satisfies a
condition α3. TF-IDF (S, ti, tj , eij) > α3

Similarities are then measured on three levels by representing each sentence as a vector
of words, pairs and triples, where each entry in one vector is weighted with the TF-DF
measure. The IDF is computed using the NYT part of the Gigaword corpus [7].

Dependency Graph-based Coverage To overcome the bias of higher similarity val-
ues between longer sentences [1], we use the coverage score between the dependency
graphs of question and answer. Let GQ = {VQ, EQ} and GA = {VA, EA} be the depen-
dency graphs of a pair of question and candidate answer. Intuitively, coverage models
the fraction of the question that the answer addresses.

4 Sentence is either question or answer
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of Dependency sub-graph approximate alignment
Input: Dependency graph GQ and GA and threshold m
Output: Dependency sub-graph GSub

begin
Vcommon ← {VQ ∩ VA} ;
for i = 1 to |Vcommon| − 1 do

for j = i+ 1 to |Vcommon| do
NodePath = FindPath(GA, ti, tj) ;
if NodePath 6= φ ∧ size(NodePath, ti, tj) ≤ m then

GSub ← GSub ∪NodePath ;
end

end
end

end
return GSub

Relation Coverage. We compute the number of one-to-one edge correspondence be-
tween dependency graph of question Q and answer A, divided by the total number of
edges in the dependency graph of question Q.

Graph Coverage. The idea is to find a subgraph GSub in the candidate answer depen-
dency graph GA that is similar to a given query text dependency graph GQ. We use
the dependency sub-graph approximate alignment algorithm by [16]. The pseudo-code
of algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1. The algorithm obtains the common set of nodes
between GQ and GA and finds the shortest path between every pair of nodes belongs
to the intersection set in the candidate answer dependency graph using Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm [4]. Each edge is assigned to a weight of 1 and edges directions are ignored
during the process of the algorithm. A threshold parameter t is defined, which allows
for node gaps and mismatches in the case where some nodes in the answer text cannot
be mapped to any nodes in the question graph. If the shortest path size (i.e number of
edges between a pair of nodes) is less than or equal t, the path will be added to the
sub-graph Gs. There are two coverage features computed on the sub-graph.

– Ratio of relation overlap in sub-graph with respect to answer sentence dependency
graph.

– Ratio of relation overlap in sub-graph with respect to question sentence dependency
graph.

Vocabulary Coverage. We compute the number of one-to-one node correspondence
between dependency graph of question Q and answer A, divided by the total number of
nodes in the dependency graph of question Q.
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Algorithm 2:
procedure:FindPath(Graph GA, Vertex s, vertex d)
begin

computePath(Graph GA, Vertex s)
FindPathTo(Graph GA, Vertex d)

end

Algorithm 3: Pseudo-code of calculating shortest path from source s in candidate
dependency graph GA

procedure:computePath(Graph GA, Vertex s)
begin

for each vertex v ∈ VA do
v.minDistance =∞
v.parent = NULL

end
s.minDistance = 0
Initialize a priority queue vertexQueue
vertexQueue.add(s)
while vertexQueue is not empty do

u=vertexQueue.removeHead(); for each edge e=(u,v) do
temp = u.minDistance+ 1 ;
if temp < v.minDistance then

vertexQueue.remove(v)
v.minDistance = temp
v.parent = u
vertexQueue.add(v)

end
end

end
end

4 Datasets, Experiments and Analysis

4.1 Datasets and Experimental Setup

We use the WIKIQA data set for our experiments. Statistics of question and answer
pairs of WIKIQA data set are given in Table 2. For training the Joint-CNN model as
discussed in Section 3, we employ stochastic gradient descent (SGD) over mini-batch,
and back-propagation [9] to compute the gradients. For word embeddings we use the
pre-trained Google word embedding model5. The Ada-delta [35] update rule is used to
tune the learning rate. The optimal hyper-parameters6 are determined on the develop-
ment data. In our final model, we embed probabilistic scores obtained from CNN along

5 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
6 feature maps size=100, drop-out rate=0.5, maximum epochs=50, learning rate=0.2, filter win-

dow size=3, 4, α1 = 7, α2 = 5, α3 = 2, m = 2
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Algorithm 4: Pseudo-code of finding the shortest path from source to destination
procedure:FindPathTo(Graph GA,Vertex d)
begin

Initialize a path list from source to destination d
path = {}
vertex = d
while vertex is not empty do

path.add(vertex)
vertex = vertex.parent

end
path.reverse()

end
return path

with graph based linguistic features to train a logistic regression classifier. The proposed
model architecture depicted in fig 1.

Table 2. Statistics of WIKIQA data

Train Dev Test
No. of Questions 2,118 296 633
No. of Answers 1,040 140 293

No. of Question w/o Answer 1,245 170 390

4.2 Baselines

We evaluate the model using information retrieval (IR) and semantic composition based
similarity. The following baselines are the used to evaluate the answer sentence selec-
tion and answer triggering task.

– Baseline-1: The first baseline is constructed based on the similarity measure using
Okapi BM25 algorithm [20]. Each candidate answer is treated as a single docu-
ment. We calculate the BM25 score between question Q and a candidate answer A.
The score of a candidate answer A for a given question Q consisting of the words
q1, ..., qn is computed as:

Score(Q,A) =
n∑

i=1

IDF(qi) ·
f(qi, A) · (k1 + 1)

f(qi, A) + k1 · (1− b+ b · |A|avgdl )
(2)

where f(qi, A) is qi’s term frequency in the candidate answerA, |A| is the length of
the candidate answer (in words), and avgdl is the average candidate answer length
in the answer pool. k1 and b are the free parameters.

IDF(qi) = log
N − n(qi) + 0.5

n(qi) + 0.5
(3)
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where N is the total number of candidate answers in the answer pool, n(qi) is the
number of candidate answers containing qi.
An optimal threshold value is estimated from the development data. The candidate
answer which is having the score above a certain threshold value is set to ‘1’(trig-
gered) and the rest are set to ‘0’(non-triggered).

– Baseline-2: Our second baseline is based on the n-gram coverage between ques-
tion and answer. We compute the n-gram coverage upto 3-gram. Finally, the n-
gram score between a question and an answer is calculated based on the following
formula.

NGCoverage(Q,A, n) =

∑
ngn∈A Countcommon(ngn)∑

ngn∈Q Countques(ngn)
(4)

NGScore(Q,A) =

n∑
i=1

NGCoverage(Q,A, i)∑n
i=1 i

(5)

We set a threshold value similar to the first baseline. The candidate answer which
is having the score above a threshold value is set to ‘1’(triggered) and the rest are
set to ‘0’(non-triggered).

– Baseline-3: We perform experiments using two sets of pre-trained deep learning
(DL) based word embeddings, Google’s word2vec embeddings of dimension 3007

and GloVe word embeddings, of dimension 1008. The question/answer vector is
computed as follows,

VEC(S) =

∑
ti∈S VEC(ti)

number of look-ups
(6)

where S is question/answer in interest, number of look-ups represents the num-
ber of words in the question for which word embeddings are available. The cosine
similarity between question vector and candidate answer vector are computed. An
optimal threshold value of cosine similarity is estimated from the development data.
The candidate answer having cosine similarity above the threshold score (0.70) is
set to ‘1’ (triggered), and all others are set to ‘0’(non-triggered).

4.3 Result and Analysis

Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) are used to evaluate
the performance for answer sentence selection. But both are not suitable for evaluating
the task of answer triggering because these evaluate the relative ranks of correct answers
in the candidates of a question. We use the standard precision, recall and F-score to
evaluate the answer triggering problem following [29]. While evaluating, we consider
all the candidate answers that yield the highest model score. If the score is above a
predefined threshold then the candidate answer is labeled as a correct answer to the
question. The optimal threshold value (0.14) is determined based on the development

7 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
8 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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data. We define three baseline BM-25, N-Gram coverage and semantic similarity based
model to compare against our proposed model.

We conduct experiments with different feature map sizes for Joint-CNN. We also
analyze the impact of different graph based features. Detailed comparisons and the im-
pact of these features are reported in Table 4. We observe the impact of dependency
graph feature in determining the suitable answers from a collection of answer pool. The
feature ablation study reveals the importance of each dependency graph feature on val-
idation and test set. However, the similar impact of each feature could not observed in
test data set. The final model comprised of the best Joint-CNN model (100-FMap) with
graph edit distance, graph similarity and graph coverage. We observe that Joint-CNN
with graph based feature achieves an improvement of 6.17, 4.21 and 3.41 points over
the Joint-CNN model (without graph feature) with respect to F-score, MAP and MRR.
The best combination is obtained with a CNN that maximizes recall, the graph-based
features substantially improve precision for the maximal F-score, MRR and MAP. [29]
and [12] used the same WIKIQA dataset to evaluate their system performance on an-
swer triggering task. The [29] model is based on the augmentation of question class and
sentence length feature to CNN. A subtree matching algorithm along with CNN archi-
tecture is used in [12] to evaluate answer triggering. Our proposed model is different
from these state-of-the-art models in terms of investigation of richer linguistic feature
(coverage, similarity) and graph based similarity in conjunction with CNN model. The
values obtained through t-test show that performance improvements in our proposed
model over these two state-of-the-art systems are statistically significant (p < 0.05). In
Table 5 we provide analysis with proper examples for our two proposed models, viz.
Joint-CNN and Hybrid.

Table 3. Neural network hyper-parameters

Parameter Description Value
dx Word embedding dimension 300
n Maximum length of comments 50
m Filter window sizes 3,4
c Maximum feature maps 100
r Dropout rate 0.5
e Maximum epochs 50

mb Mini-batch size 50
λ Learning rate 0.2
α1 Threshold to filter word TF-IDF 7
α2 Threshold to filter Pair TF-IDF 5
α3 Threshold to filter Triplet TF-IDF 2
m Threshold for sub-graph alignment 3

– Q: What is adoration catholic church ?
A1 : Adoration is a sign of devotion to and worship of Jesus Christ , who is believed
by Catholics to be present Body, Blood, Soul, and Divinity.
A2 : Eucharistic adoration is a practice in the Roman Catholic Church , and in a
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Table 4. Evaluation results of answer triggering on the development and test set of WIKIQA
dataset: Question-level precision, recall and F-scores. MAP and MRR are used to evaluate the
performance of answer selection. FMap denotes the size of feature map. Precision, Recall and
F-score are given in percentages(%).

Test set Development set
Model MAP MRR Precision Recall F-score MAP MRR Precision Recall F-score

Baselines
BM-25 0.4712 0.4889 21.04 24.43 22.60 0.4569 0.4701 20.32 26.19 22.88

N-Gram Coverage 0.5102 0.5349 24.47 28.59 25.24 0.5289 0.4909 25.73 29.11 27.31

Semantic Vec (W2V) 0.4323 0.4411 13.37 34.16 19.21 0.4429 0.4395 14.55 35.87 20.70

Semantic Vec (Glove) 0.4928 0.5277 16.12 40.74 23.10 0.4987 0.4901 17.56 39.19 24.25

Our Models
Joint-CNN (50-FMap) 0.6218 0.6322 28.90 31.28 30.04 0.6123 0.6520 33.01 26.98 29.69

Joint-CNN (150-FMap) 0.6369 0.6535 25.07 39.51 30.67 0.6152 0.6245 25.29 34.13 29.05

Joint-CNN (100-FMap) 0.6372 0.6567 23.21 48.15 31.33 0.6220 0.6250 25.33 46.03 32.68

+ Graph Edit Distance 0.6540 0.6708 33.18 30.04 31.53 0.6487 0.6522 32.53 36.28 34.30

+ Graph Similarity 0.6648 0.6828 25.00 43.21 31.67 0.6810 0.6744 34.85 36.51 35.66

+ Graph Coverage 0.6793 0.6908 35.69 39.51 37.50 0.6917 0.6940 39.83 37.30 38.52

State-of-the art (Answer Triggering)
CNN-cnt+All
[29]

− − 28.34 35.80 31.64 − − − − −

CNN3: max + emb+
[12]

− − 29.43 48.56 36.65 − − − − −

Table 5. Comparative analysis of the result from Joint-CNN and Hybrid model on pair of ques-
tions and answers. The correct answer are in bold. Here TG: trigger and NTG:non-trigger model
predictions, marked as correct ‘3’ or incorrect ‘5’.

Question Answer Joint-CNN Hybrid

What is adoration catholic church ?

Adoration is a sign of devotion to and
worship of Jesus Christ , who is believed
by Catholics to be present Body, Blood,
Soul, and Divinity.

TG
(5)

NTG
(3)

Eucharistic adoration is a practice in the
Roman Catholic Church , and in a few
Anglican and Lutheran churches, in which
the Blessed Sacrament is exposed and adored
by the faithful.

NTG
(5)

TG
(3)

where is La Palma africa ?

La Palma has an area of 706 km making it
the fifth largest of the seven main Canary
Islands.

TG
(5)

NTG
(3)

La Palma is the most north-westerly of
the Canary Islands.

NTG
(5)

TG
(3)

What are land parcels
land lot, a piece of land; NTG

(5)
TG
(3)

fluid parcel, a concept in fluid dynamics TG NTG

What bacteria grow on macconkey agar
MacConkey agar is a culture medium
designed to grow Gram-negative bacteria
and differentiate them for lactose fermentation .

TG
(3)

NTG
(5)

How much is centavos in Mexico The peso is subdivided into 100 centavos. NTG
(5)

NTG
(5)
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few Anglican and Lutheran churches, in which the Blessed Sacrament is exposed
and adored by the faithful.
Here, the Joint-CNN model selects the answer as A1, but the hybrid model selects
A2, which is correct. The reason could be that vocab and graph coverage 9 between
Q and A2 are higher than Q and A1.

– Q: where is La Palma africa ?
A1 : La Palma has an area of 706 km2 making it the fifth largest of the seven main
Canary Islands.
A2 : La Palma is the most north-westerly of the Canary Islands.
Both A1 and A2 are the correct answers for the question Q, but A2 has more pre-
cise information compared to A1. Joint-CNN model selects A1 as correct answer,
whereas the hybrid model selects A2, because of the higher graph coverage score.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid model for answer triggering using deep learn-
ing and graph based features. Modeling QA pair is a more complex task than classify-
ing a single sentence. It is observed that CNN does not capture the important features
spanning between the text such as quantification of similarity/dissimilarity, geometric
similarity. To overcome this limitation, we investigate the incorporation of richer lin-
guistic features (dependency graph) in CNN. Experiments on the WIKIQA benchmark
dataset show that integrating graph-based alignment features with CNNs improves the
performance significantly. Future work includes to build a end to end neural network
which can embedded graph based feature with sentence encoder (CNN, LSTM etc.)
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